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ABSTRACT Graphs are used in numerous applications to model real-world systems and phenomena.

The ever increasing size of graphs makes them difficult to query and analyze. In this paper, we propose

HcRPC, a Highly compact Reachability Preserving Graph compression algorithm with Corrections, which

is capable of preserving the reachability relations between the nodes in original graph. The highly compressed

representation of a given graph consists of a compressed graph and a set of corrections. The original graph

is compressed on the basis of equivalence class obtained via the reachability relations between nodes in the

original graph. In the compressed graph, each node corresponds to a set of nodes from the original graph with

similar ancestors and descendants, and each edge represents linkage between the original nodes in any two

node sets. The corrections portion specifies the set of corrections, including equivalent class-node corrections

and node-node corrections. MinHash technique is utilized to speed up checking whether equivalence classes

are structure-similar and the pair of equivalence classes with high similarity are thus merged to acquire a

highly compressed graph. Besides, we develop an algorithm for preserving compressed graph with a set of

corrections in response to changes to the original graph. We evaluate our algorithms on real-life graph data

sets and the results indicate that graph data sets can be highly compressed while preserving the reachability

relations between nodes.

INDEX TERMS Graph compression, reachability query, MinHash, dynamic graph.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it is increasingly common to find graphs with

millions of nodes in various domains where nodes in the

graph represent entities in the real-world, while edges rep-

resent the relationship between entity and entity, such as

the relationships between users in social networks and web

pages in Web graphs. Due to the increasing scale of graph

data, it is impossible to process and analyze these graph

data directly. In order to save storage space and facilitate the

analysis of graph, it is necessary to compress large graph

into smaller-scale graph. Therefore, graph compression has

recently drawn intense research interest [1] and has been

wildly applied in many scenarios and domains [2]–[10], such
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as community influence analysis [11]–[15], graph visualiza-

tion [16], [17] and pattern discovery [18]–[20]. After com-

pressing graph, the complexity of the graph is reduced while

certain characteristics of the graph are preserved.

Consider a semantic network that represents people as

nodes in the graph and relationships among people as edges in

the graph. There are needs to understand whether two people

are related for security reasons [21]. On biological networks,

where nodes are either molecules, or reactions, or physi-

cal interactions of living cells, and edges are interactions

among them, an important question is to find all genes whose

expressions are directly or indirectly influenced by a given

molecule [22]. All the above questions can be mapped into

reachability queries, which make graph reachability queries

to be a very basic type of graph queries for many applications.

For reachability queries, it always takes O (|V | + |E|) time
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FIGURE 1. Compressing a real-life wiki-Vote social network.

via DFS/BFS search to determine whether there is a path

between any two nodes in the graph G = (V ,E). Although

indexes can be constructed to speed up evaluation, they can

still incur additional costs [23]. Therefore, evaluating queries

on graphs with millions of nodes and billions of edges is often

prohibitively expensive, and we are unlikely to reduce the

computational complexity. We may not change the complex-

ity of graph queries algorithms, but we can reduce the size

of the data graphs to obtain faster query speed. The method

proposed in [24] uses equivalence classes to partition nodes

in graphs, which effectively reduces the number of nodes in

graphs. For instance, a real-life wiki-Vote social network can

be highly compressed for reachability queries, as depicted

in Figure 1.What is more, inmany applications such as online

social networks, the graph evolves over time. We therefore

consider the problem of updating the compressed graph given

the graph changes over time.

To this end, in this paper, we introduce HcRPC, a Highly

compact Reachability Preserving graph Compression with

corrections. Figure 2 gives the framework of our methods.

It first divides nodes from the original graph into equivalent

classes via the equivalence relation of reachability. Then each

pair of equivalence classes are further compressed based on

the similarities of their ancestors and descendants. What is

more, a set of corrections is decided tomaintain the reachabil-

ity of the nodes in the original graph.HcRPC is relative to the

reachability queries, generating smaller graphswhile preserv-

ing information only relevant to reachability queries rather

than the entire original graphs, and therefore, achieves a better

compression ratio. In addition, any algorithm available for

evaluating reachability queries can be directly performed to

query the compressed graphs, as is, without decompressing.

In order to handle the dynamic changes of original graph,

we also propose an Incremental Reachability Preserving

Compression algorithm, i.e. IncRPC, to update both the com-

pressed graph and corrections in the dynamic graph, allowing

us to maintain the reachability of original graph without

decompressing after compress the graph once. We verify the

effectiveness and efficiency of our compression techniques

through experiments using real-life data.

The contribution can be summarized as follows:

(1). We propose a reachability query preserving com-

pression method for querying reachability relations on large

real-life graphs. Contrary to general graph data compression

strategies, our method only retains the information needed

for reachability queries, and thus achieves better compression

ratio by merging similar equivalence classes via MinHash.

Any algorithm for calculating the reachability query of the

original graph can be directly performed on the compressed

graph without decompression.

(2). As is known that merging similar sets will inevitably

incur reachability relation errors, a set of corrections is estab-

lished to maintain the same reachability relations on the

compressed graph as in the original graph. For reachability

queries, by calculating similarities and merging equivalence

classes to achieve better compression ratio, the reachability

relations in the compressed graph are kept unchanged through

the set of corrections. This not only achieves preferable com-

pression ratio, but also maintains the reachability relationship

in the original graph.

(3). In order to cope with the dynamic changes of real-life

graphs, we propose an incremental reachability preserving

compression algorithm. Given a graphG, its compressionGs,

and updates 1G to G, the aim is to utilize similarity calcu-

lation and corrections to make the reachability relations on

the updated compressed graphGs consistent with the original

graph G. This allows us to compute the compressed Gs once

and maintain it incrementally according to the changes in G.

II. RELATED WORKS

Graph compression methods can be roughly categorized into

two groups: general graph compression and query-friendly

graph compression.

A. GENERAL GRAPH COMPRESSION

General methods preserve the information of the entire

graph, and highly depend on extrinsic information, coding

mechanisms and application domains [25], However, these

methods need decompression before querying the graph.

Existing general graph compression algorithms can be sum-

marized into the following four categories: (a). Attribute-

based graph compression algorithms: On-Line Analytical

Processing (OLAP) technology is developed to form the

graph OLAP method, collecting graph data from both infor-

mation OLAP and topology OLAP [26], and probability

is considered to compress graphs [27]. (b). Structure-based

graph compression algorithms: There are currently two

strategies, one is probability-based graph compression

method [28], which takes zero reconstruction error as the

benchmark, and constructs reconstruction error according to

the differences between the expected adjacency matrix calcu-

lated by the super-graph and the adjacency matrix of the orig-

inal graph. The smaller the reconstruction error is, the better

the accuracy is. The other is the graph compression method

based onmaximum compression, aiming to minimize the size

of the super-graph. The most notable algorithm is the Mini-

mumDescription Length (MDL) representation method [29].

These methods are compressed only according to the struc-

ture of the nodes, ignoring the edge weights corresponding to

the attribute information on the nodes and the compactness

between the nodes. (c). Structure and attribute-based graph

compression algorithm: At present, there are two different
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FIGURE 2. Framework for reachability preserving graph compression.

strategies of graph compression algorithm based on structure

and attributes. One is to utilize attribute similarity to partition

nodes set, and then utilize structural similarity to partition

attribute similarity groups. The other is to transform attribute

information into structural information and measure both

of them into the same measure function, to directly obtain

the final compressed graph [30]. The representative graph

compression algorithms are: graph compression technology

based on entropy model in information theory [31], SNAP/

k-SNAP compression algorithms [32], [33], generating com-

pression graphs according to the attributes of nodes and edges

selected by users. (d). Graph compression algorithm based on

weighted graph:Weighted graph compression algorithms aim

at calculating the weights of the superedges between node

sets formed by node compression [34].

Our method is different from the general graph compres-

sion methods from the following aspects: the compression

method only depends on the reachability relationship in the

graph, and the compressed graph is only used for a specific

class of queries, i.e., the reachability queries. The compressed

graph obtained by HcRPC can be directly used to perform

reachability queries without decompressing the compressed

graph.

B. QUERY-FRIENDLY GRAPH COMPRESSION

Closer to our work, query-friendly graph compression

approaches target specific classes of queries. Queries can be

summarized in the following categories:

Neighborhood queries. The purpose of neighborhood

queries is to find nodes connected to the specified node in

the graph [29], [35], [36]. The idea of query-able compres-

sion (no decompression query) for such queries is proposed

in [35], which adopts the compressed data structures by

exploiting Eulerian paths and multi-position linearization.

In [36], an S-node representation is introduced to solve

neighborhood query on network graph. The aim of graph

summarization [29] is to sketch graphs with small subgraphs

and construct super-graph abstraction. These methods con-

struct compact data structures that should be decompressed

to answer queries [25]. In addition, the query evaluation algo-

rithms on the original graph should be modified to answer the

query in the compact data structures.

Distance-based queries. The distance-based queries are

usually executed on the weight graphs. The purpose of

distance-based query is to obtain the shortest path between

any two nodes in the graph [37]–[39]. [37] propose a novel

strategy to simplify weighted graphs by pruning least impor-

tant edges from them by defining a graph connectivity func-

tion based on the best paths between all pairs of nodes. Given

the number of edges to be pruned, the problem is then to

select a subset of edges that best maintains the overall graph

connectivity. Reference [38] introduces a new approach ‘gate

graph’ from a large graph so that for any ‘non-local’ node pair

(distance greater than some threshold) in the original graph,

the shortest-path distance can be recovered by consecutive

‘local’ walks through the gate vertices in the gate graph,

to perform graph simplification. Reference [39] introduces a

novel distance preserving compression method called Shrink,

which can be used to query and store both weighted and

unweighted graphs. Compressing with Shrink has the least

effect on the distances between nodes because a system of

equations is introduced to minimize the distance variations

caused by nodes merge.

Reachability queries. The aim of the reachability queries

is to determine whether any two nodes in the original graph

are reachable [24], [40]–[43]. To answer these queries, [40]

computes the minimal subgraph using the same transitive

closure as the original graph, and [41] reduces the graph by

replacing a simple cycle for each strongly connected compo-

nent. These methods allow reachability queries to be evalu-

ated on a compressed graph without decompression. Bipartite

compression [42] reduces the graphs by introducing virtual
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nodes and compressing bicliques. However, its compression

method is to establish the bijection between the original graph

and its compression graph, so that they can be converted to

each other. In contrast, our method does not need to restore

the original graph; and the algorithms for reachable queries

must be modified before they are applied to the compressed

graphs [42], [43] calculates a compresses bit vector to encode

the transitive closure of a graph. In contrast, the reachable

algorithm and the compression scheme in [43] can be directly

applied to the compressed graph. Incremental maintenance of

bit vectors is not mentioned in [43]. Comparedwith the reach-

ability query methods discussed above, our method achieves

a better compression ratio, since our compressed graph do

not necessarily be a subgraph of the original graph and some

of the compression methods only reduce the number of the

edges [40], [42], [43] while our method reduces the number

of nodes and edges by merging nodes into super-nodes.

Unlike previous graph compression methods,

CompressR [24] preserves information needed for answering

reachability queries which divides the nodes in the original

graph into several equivalence classes by equivalence rela-

tion of reachability to reduce the graph and achieves better

compression effect.

It is worth noting that our work is a significant exten-

sion of compressR. CompressR obtains equivalence classes

through equivalence relation of reachability while the aim of

our proposed HcRPC is to obtain highly compressed graph

via merging sets with high similarities, and corrections are

introduced to maintain the reachability of the original graph,

which makes HcRPC substantially different from compressR
in terms of both key ideas and techniques. Meanwhile,

IncRPC is to utilize similarity calculation and corrections to

make the reachability relations on the updated compressed

graph Gs consistent with the original graph G instead of sep-

arating nodes each step in the incremental algorithm as that in

compressR [24]. Furthermore, our method is able to achieve

higher compression rate through merging similar equivalent

classes.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce some necessary notations to

describe the essential basic concepts and the MinHash tech-

nique used in similarity computing.

A. GRAPH AND REACHABILITY QUERY

Given a directed graph consisting of nodes and edges denoted

by G = (V ,E) where V is a set of nodes, E ⊂ V × V

is a set of edges, 〈u, v〉 ∈ E denotes a directed edge from

node u to v.

A path p from node u to v in G is a sequence of nodes (u =

uo, u1, u2. . .un = v), for each i ∈ [1,n], 〈vi−1, vi〉 ∈ E . The

length of path p denoted by len (p), is the number of edges in

path p. A node u can reach v (or v is reachable from u) if and

only if (iff) there exists a path from u to v in G.

A graph Gs = (Vs,Es) is a compressed graph of G, where

Vs is a set of supernodes and each supernode is composed

FIGURE 3. MinHash computing process.

of a set of nodes in G, while Es is a set of superedges

between supernodes and each superedge represents the edges

between the original nodes in the supernodes. In the following

section, we will detail how to create supernodes based on the

similarity between sets, and how to establish superedges via

the connection of the original nodes in the supernodes.

A reachability query on a graph G is QR (u, v), which is

a boolean query asking whether node u can reach node v

in G.

B. MINHASH

MinHash is a technique for quickly estimating how similar

two sets are [44]. Initially used in AltaVista search engine

to detect duplicate web pages and delete them from search

results. The goal of MinHash is to quickly estimate Jaccard

similarity between sets, without explicitly computing the

intersection and union.

Specifically, an index matrix I size of n× k is constructed,

where n is the total number of distinct elements in the union

of all the sets to be compared and k is the number of sets.

The entry I ij in the index matrix represents whether the jth set

contain the element i in the union of all the sets. Different hash

functions h1, h2, . . . ,hl are defined and each hash function

is a random permutation on n elements. That is to say, each

hash function is a random row order exchange of the index

matrix I . According to the row order exchange of the index

matrix I based on hash function hi, the row number of the first

non-zero value of each column in the exchanged index matrix

is the MinHash value of the set represented by this column.

Therefore, after exchanges l times, each set is attached with

l MinHash values. In terms of the l different hash functions

and k sets, a MinHash signature matrix M (l × k) is created

whereM ij represents MinHash value on hash function hi for

the jth set.

The similarity between columns in the MinHash signature

matrix is considered as the similarity of the set represented by

this column. Clearly, the similarity values between two sets

are real numbers within the interval [0,1].

VOLUME 7, 2019 136571
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Example 1: Take four sets, S1, S2, S3 and S4 as

an example, where S1 = {a, d, e}, S2 = {c}, S3 = {b, d, e},

S4 = {a, c, d, e}, the union set U = {a, b, c, d, e}. Next

we show the calculation of the similarity between the sets.

We create an index matrix shown in Figure. 3(a) and five

different hash functions, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5 are generated

randomly as shown in Figure. 3(b) to exchange row order in

index matrix. Figure. 3(c) indicates h1 functional exchange

on index matrix and the MinHash values of S1, S2, S3 and

S4 are 2, 1, 3, 1, respectively. The exchange process if the

rest hash functions are similar with h1, based on which the

MinHash values of these sets are obtained. Finally, we create

the MinHash signature matrix shown in Figure. 3(d). The

calculation of similarity between two sets is conversed as

the similarity between the two corresponding columns in

the MinHash signature matrix. For instance, the similarity

between S1 and S4, S3 and S4 are 0.8 and 0.4, respectively.

IV. COMPRESSION FOR REACHABILITY

In this section, we propose the highly compact two-part

representation of a given graph G consisting of a graph

summary and a set of corrections. In contrast to reachability

preserving algorithm proposed by Fan et al. [24], our highly

compact reachability preserving compression algorithm can

effectively reduce the number of equivalent classes and save

storage costs.

A. REACHABILITY RELATION GRAPH

The reachability relation on graphG = (V ,E) is defined as a

binary relationRe ⊆ V×V , for each (u, v) ∈ Re and any node

x ∈ V such that x can reach u if and only if x can reach v; and

u can reach x if and only if v can reach x. Put it another way,

(u, v) ∈ Re if and only if they have the same set of ancestors

and the same set of descendants.

We use [u]Re to denote equivalence class containing node u

and other nodes in the same equivalence class with the same

set of ancestors and the same set of descendants, indicating

each equivalence class owns a set of ancestors and set of

descendants.

The reachability relation graph of graph G = (V ,E) is

defined as Gr = (Vr ,Er ) where Vr =
{

[v]Re

∣

∣ v ∈ V
}

is a

set of equivalence classes partitioned via reachability relation

and Er is a set of edges. There is an edge
〈

[u]Re , [v]Re
〉

in

Er if there exist nodes u
′

∈ [u]Re and v
′

∈ [v]Re such that
〈

u
′
, v

′
〉

∈ E . Therefore, the reachability relation graph can

be regarded as the initial compressed graph for the original

graph.

B. SIMILARITY CALCULATION AND CORRECTIONS

Suppose there are k equivalence classes in Vr for the reach-

ability relation graph for graph G = (V ,E), denote as

(S1, S2, . . . , Sk). Two equivalent class-node matrices based

on the reachability relation,A andD, are created respectively,

with both sizes of n× k , where n is the total number of nodes

in graph G = (V ,E). Entries in Matrix A denote which

nodes are ancestors of the nodes in each equivalent class in the

reachability relation graph. Thereafter, each row of matrix A

indicates the node in graph G, and each column indicates

the equivalent class in the reachability relation graph. Aij is

a binary value indicating whether node i is an ancestor of the

nodes in the equivalent class Sj. Similar to matrix A, matrixD

denotes which nodes are descendants of the nodes in each

equivalent class. Dij in matrix D represents whether node i is

the descendant of nodes in the equivalent class Sj.

MinHash is adopted to calculate the similarities of ances-

tors and descendants between each pair of equivalent classes

Si, Sj denoted by siman
(

Si, Sj
)

and simdes
(

Si, Sj
)

, respec-

tively. Next, we propose a joint similarity to measure the

similarity between Si, Sj.

sim
(

Si, Sj
)

=
1

2

(

siman
(

Si, Sj
)

+ simdes
(

Si, Sj
))

(1)

A pair of equivalent classes Si, Sj is merged to create a

supernode if sim
(

Si, Sj
)

≥ θ , where θ is the similarity

threshold to determine the similarity between two equivalent

classes. Otherwise we create two supernodes to represent two

equivalence classes Si, Sj. In the experiments, we will detail

the setting of threshold θ .

To eliminate reachability errors caused by merging equiv-

alence classes, we introduce a set of corrections C to

preserve the reachability relations in the original graph

G = (V ,E).There are two types of equivalent class-node

corrections, −r() and +r(), where +r() represents that the

equivalent class are reachable to a node while −r() repre-

sents that the equivalent class are unreachable to a node. For

instance, the equivalence class Sj has the descendant u and

the ancestor v while Si does not have the descendant u and

the ancestor v. We create corrections to preserve reachability

by merging equivalence classes Si, Sj, where each equivalent

class-node correction is a tuple denoted by −r (Si, u) or

−r (v, Si). The −r (Si, u) represents the equivalence class

cannot reach the descendant u because node u is the descen-

dant of Sj, and the −r (v, Si) represents the ancestor v cannot

reach equivalence class Si since node v is the ancestor of Sj.

C. REACHABILITY PRESERVING COMPRESSION

We next present the highly compact reachability pre-

serving compression algorithm, HcRPC. Given a graph

G = (V ,E), the objective is to calculate the compressed

graph Gs = (Vs,Es) and corrections C . The algorithm is

shown in Figure. 4.

Given a graph G = (V ,E), HcRPC firstly computes its

reachability relation Re and obtain the partition Par = V/Re
of G consisting of equivalent classes (lines 2-3). After this,

equivalent classes are used to form the reachability relation

graph Gr (lines 4-10). According to (1), HcRPC computes

the joint similarity between each pair of equivalent classes

Si, Sj in graph Gr (lines 11-14). At this point, the algorithm

selects the pair of equivalence classes whose joint similarity

exceeds the threshold θ to merge. For the equivalence classes

whose joint similarity does not exceed the threshold, they
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FIGURE 4. Algorithm HcRPC.

become supernodes independently. Meanwhile, supernodes

are created to represent the merged equivalence classes and

single equivalence classes, and they are then added to set

Vs (lines 15-20). The strategy of adding superedge for each

pair Si, Sj is that if there is an edge between elements in

the equivalence classes Si, Sj, the superedge between Si, Sj is

created. After this, a set of equivalent class-node corrections

is generated to preserve the reachability relations on com-

pressed graphGs (lines 21-24). Finally, the compressed graph

Gs and corrections C are constructed and returned (line 25).

Example 2: Consider the graph G given in Figure. 5(a),

in terms of reachability relations on the graph G, nodes D,

E are in the same equivalence class, F , G are in the same

equivalence class and I , J are in the same equivalence class

FIGURE 5. Reachability preserving compression.

as shown in Figure. 5(b) since they own same ancestors and

descendants. Let the threshold θ equals to 0.75, after cal-

culating the joint similarity between each equivalent classes

in the reachability relation graph Gr , the joint similarity

between [D]Re and [I ]Re exceeds the threshold θ . Therefore,

we merge [D]Re and [I ]Re together and create a supernode for

Vs. In addition, node A cannot reach [I ]Re in the graph Gr ,

we thus add an equivalent class-node correction to preserve

the reachability of graph G shown in Figure. 5(c).

V. INCREMENTAL REACHABILITY

PRESERVING COMPRESSION

In order to deal with the dynamic changes of graphs, in this

section we propose an incremental reachability preserving

compression algorithm for compressed graph. The updates

1G is defined as a list of edge deletions and insertions to the

original graph G. The algorithm we proposed can preserve

the reachability of the updated original graph directly through

the compressed graph Gs by using node corrections without

decompressing the compressed graph Gs and separating each

affected node in each step.

A. PREPROCESSING

Before we deal with edge operations in updates 1G, we need

to preprocess the updates to remove edge operations that have

no affect to reachability on compressed graph Gs. The strat-

egy of removing edges is similar with [24]: According to the

compressed graph Gs and corrections C , the preprocessing

removes (a) edge insertions 〈u, v〉 where [u]Re 6= [v]Re , and

[u]Re can reach [v]Re in graphGs; and (b) edge deletions 〈u, v〉

VOLUME 7, 2019 136573
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if either [u]Re can reach [v]Re through a path with length no

less than two in Gs.

Two types of node-node corrections are adopted denoted

by −() and +(), respectively, where +() represents that the

pair of nodes have an edge between each other and −()

represents that there is no edge between this pair of nodes.

B. INCREMENTAL REACHABILITY PRESERVING

COMPRESSION

Here, we present the incremental reachability preserving

compression algorithm that given a graph G = (V ,E),

compressed graph Gs = (Vs,Es) of G and updates 1G,

calculate its updated compressed graph Gs = (Vs,Es) and

corrections C . The algorithm is shown in Figure. 6.

Given a graph G = (V ,E), compressed graph Gs =

(Vs,Es) of G and updates 1G, the algorithm first removes

redundant edges in 1G (line 1). Next, for each edge in the

updates 1G, the similarity between the affected node and

its equivalent class (lines 2-3) is calculated. The algorithm

adds node-node corrections if the joint similarity between the

affected node and its equivalent class exceeds the threshold

θ , and separates the affected node from its equivalent class if

the joint similarity between the affected node and its equiva-

lent class below the threshold θ (lines 4-31). Then, for the

separated affected node, the algorithm calculates the joint

similarities between the node and its equivalent class’ brother

equivalent classes in set B (lines 9,18,26). The separated

affected node is merged into equivalent class in set B if

the joint similarity exceeds the threshold θ (lines 10-11,

19-20, 27) and a supernode is created to represent this sepa-

rated affected node if the joint similarity is below the thresh-

old θ (lines 12-14, 21-23, 29-31). N (u), N (v) represent the

neighbor node set of nodes v, respectively. Thus, the updated

compressed graph Gs and corrections C are established and

returned (line 32).

Example 3: Recall the graph G proposed in Figure 5. Now

we update graph G with 1G, where 1G is composed of two

edge insertions 〈D,H〉, 〈A, I 〉 and one edge deletion 〈E,G〉 as

shown in Figure. 7(a). According to the reachability relation

of graph Gs, we can see that the edge insertion 〈D,H〉 can

be removed in preprocessing phase since [D]Re can reach H .

Next, we perform the edge insertion 〈A, I 〉. After inserting

〈A,E〉, we compute the similarities between node A and its

equivalent class [A]Re , node E and its equivalent class [I ]Re .

Let the threshold θ equals to 0.75, it is clear that both the

similarities between node A and its equivalent class [A]Re
node I and its equivalent class [I ]Re exceed the threshold θ .

Therefore, there is no need to separate nodeA and I from their

equivalent classes, and a node correction +(A, I ) is added

to denote that there is an edge from A to I . Same as the

edge insertion, we perform the edge deletion 〈E,G〉 and then

compute the similarities between node E and its equivalent

class [D]Re , node G and its equivalent class [F]Re . The result

in Figure. 7(b) indicates that there is no need to separate

node E and G from their equivalent classes, and a node

FIGURE 6. Algorithm IncRPC.

correction −(E,G) is supplemented to denote the deletion of

edge from E to G.
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TABLE 1. Datasets.

FIGURE 7. Incremental reachability preserving compression.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation on

real-life data sets using algorithms introduced in the previous

section. Furthermore, we investigate the impact of the graph

size and graph type.

A. EXPERIMENT SETTING

We run our algorithms on the following real-life data sets

with different graph type to evaluate the proposed techniques.

We adopt six real-world networks collected by SNAP1 with

four graph types shown in Table 1.

Three social networks. (a). soc-Epinions1 is a who-trust-

whom online social network of a general consumer review

site Epinions.com. Members of the site can decide whether

to ‘trust’ each other. All the trust relationships interact and

form the Web of Trust which is then combined with review

ratings to determine which reviews are shown to the user.

(b). soc-Pokec: Pokec is the most popular online social net-

work in Slovakia. In the soc-Pokec, a node represents a

user and edges represent friendships between users. Datasets

contains anonymized data of the whole network and friend-

ships in Pokec are oriented. (c). wiki-Vote: This network

contains all the Wikipedia voting data from the inception of

Wikipedia. Nodes in the network represent Wikipedia users

and a directed edge from node i to node j represents that user

i votes on user j.

1http://snap.stanford.edu/data/

Communication network. wiki-Talk: The network con-

tains all the users and discussion from the inception of

Wikipedia. Nodes in the network represent Wikipedia users

and a directed edge from node i to node j represents that user

i at least once edited a talk page of user j.

Product co-purchasing network. amazon: In this net-

work, a node represents a product and edges represent co-

purchasing relations. If a product i is frequently co-purchased

with product j, the graph contains a directed edge from i to j.

Internet peer-to-peer network. p2p-Gnutella: In this net-

work, nodes represent hosts in the Gnutella network topology

and edges represent connections between the Gnutella hosts.

B. EVALUATION METRICS

We utilize the compression ratio widely used in numerous

graph compression methods to measure the performance of

the reachability preserving compression algorithm. The com-

pression ratio of Gs is defined as follow:

cr (Gs) =
|Gs|

|G|
(2)

In (2), |Gs| denotes the sum of the number of supernodes and

superedges in the compressed graph Gs of the original graph

G and |G| denotes the sum of the number of nodes and edges

in the original graph G.

In addition, we define storage cost to measure the mem-

ory cost of the compressed graph, where the storage cost is

defined as follow:

c (Gs) = |Gs| + |C| (3)

Same as in (2), |Gs| in (3) denotes the sum of the number of

supernodes and superedges in the compressed graph Gs and

|C| denotes the number of two type corrections in graph Gs.

We conduct a series of experiments to verify our algo-

rithm: the effectiveness of the reachability preserving com-

pression algorithm and incremental reachability preserving

compression algorithm, the performances are measured by

compression ratio; the effectiveness of the query process-

ing measured by query evaluation time over original and

compressed graphs; the efficiency of the incremental reach-

ability preserving compression algorithm measured through

update execution time and the performance of storage cost
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FIGURE 8. Hash function setting.

FIGURE 9. Threshold setting.

with corrections. Besides, we conduct experiment to select

reasonable parameter θ and number of hash functions.

We compare our method performance with one of the state-

of-the-art graph compression method introduced in [24],

where the reachability preserving compression in [24] is

named after compressR and the incremental compression is

named after incRCM.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) HASH FUNCTION SETTING

Firstly, we introduce how to choose the optimal number of

hash functions on four datasets. The result is shown in Figure.

8, where the X-axis represents different numbers of hash

functions and 1S in the Y-axis represents the difference of

similarities between the same sets measured by the previous

number of hash functions and the current number of hash

functions. From Figure 8, we can see that when the num-

ber of hash functions reaches 30, 1S tends to be stable.

Therefore, we set the number of hash functions to 30 for

calculating similarities.

2) THRESHOLD SETTING

In this set of experiments, we introduce how to choose the

optimal threshold θ according to the storage cost. Figure 9

shows how the compression performance of theHcRPC algo-

rithm changes as we change the values. Three different col-

ors indicate three different datasets, P2P, soc-Epinions1 and

wiki-Vote, respectively. In Figure. 9, The X-axis repre-

sents different threshold values ranging from 0.1 to 1 with

0.1 increments and the Y-axis represents the storage cost of

compressed graph. For each θ , we run the algorithm five

times and pick the result which is associated with the best

storage cost. The result reveals that when the threshold θ is

0.75 on average, the storage cost c (Gs) of the compressed

graph is the smallest since exorbitant setting of similarity

threshold θ brings about few or even no equivalent classes

to be merged. Similarly, excessively low setting of similarity

threshold θ allows any two equivalent classes to be merged,

toomuch corrections, evenmore than the edges in the original

graph, and thus the compressed graph is with a highly expen-

sive storage cost. Hence, we set the threshold θ to 0.75 when

wemerge equivalent classes. From Figure 9, it is clear that the

P2P data set with smaller size than soc-Epinions1 achieves

a slightly higher storage cost than that of soc-Epinions1 in

the case of choosing the optimum threshold θ , while the

compression effectiveness of P2P data sets is slightly lower

than that of the other two data sets, because soc-Epinions1

and wiki-Vote have higher connectivity than P2P networks.

3) EFFECTIVENESS OF REACHABILITY COMPRESSION

We then evaluate the effectiveness of HcRPC using com-

pression ratio on real-life datasets. We treat the compression

ratio as a measurement for representation of compression

effectiveness, which differs from the ratio measuring the

memory cost reduction. The smaller the compression ratio

is, the more effective the compressing method is. The com-

pression ratios of reachability preserving compression are

reported in Table 2. The table shows that: (a) HcRPC can

highly compress real-life graphs. Indeed, cr (Gs) obtained

by HcRPC is in average 2.2% over the six datasets. For

wiki-Vote data set, it is up to 99.8% reduction in original

graph size. (b) Comparing with compressR, the compression

ratios produced by the HcRPC are about 40% lower than

compressR because of merging the similar pair of equivalence

classes. (c) The HcRPC perform best on social networks and

product co-purchasing networks since social networks and

product co-purchasing networks are with higher connectivity

than other graph types. The denser edges of the network,

the more nodes can be merged. Compared with other net-

works, the compression ratio cr (Gs) obtained by HcRPC on

P2P network is about 60% higher than others.

4) EFFECTIVENESS OF INCREMENTAL

REACHABILITY COMPRESSION

We evaluate the effectiveness of the IncRPC, in terms of

compression ratio cr (Gs). The result is shown in Figure. 10,

where 1 |E| in X-axis represents the percentage of the total

edge updates performed in 5% increments and Y-axis rep-

resents the compression ratio cr (Gs). To facilitate compar-

ison with the incRCM, we only select edge insertions and

execute them for edge updates. Figure. 10(a) shows the

compression effectiveness of IncRPC and incRCM on wiki-

Vote dataset. We can see that the more edges inserted into
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TABLE 2. Reachability preserving: compression ratio.

FIGURE 10. Effectiveness of incremental reachability compression.

original graph, the better the graph can be compressed for

reachability queries as with the increase of edges, more nodes

may belong with the same reachability equivalent classes.

As can be seen from Figure. 10(a), the IncRPC achieves better

FIGURE 11. Effectiveness of query processing.

compression ratio than incRCM on account of merging the

pair of equivalence classes, which exceeds the joint similarity

threshold θ . Figure. 10(b) and Figure. 10(c) show the result of

the execution of IncRPC and incRCM on P2P and wiki-Talk

datasets, respectively. Similar to the result with Figure. 10(a),

IncRPC shows better compression performance than incRCM

as shown in Figure. 10(b) and Figure. 10(c). Meanwhile,

the compression effectiveness of the two algorithms on the

P2P dataset is inferior to compression effectiveness on the

other two datasets.

5) EFFECTIVENESS OF QUERY PROCESSING

In this set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of

HcRPC for reachability queries on the original and com-

pressed graphs. Meanwhile, compressR is selected as the

compared algorithm. Figure. 11 shows the experimental

result run on five different datasets, where Y-axis represents

the percentage of reachability query time on compressed

graphs obtained by the two algorithms to reachability query

time on the original graphs. From Figure. 11, we can see that

the reachability query time on compressed graphs is signif-

icantly less than the reachability query time on the original

graphs. Indeed, the running time of reachability query on

the compressed graph is only 6% of the cost on original

graphs in average, and the optimal result of the running time

of reachability query on compressed graph is 2% on soc-

Epinions1 dataset. In addition, the time spent for reachability

queries on the compressed graph generated by HcRPC is

30% faster than that on the compressed graph generated

by compressR in average, as HcRPC can generate smaller

compressed graphs than compressR, the smaller the size of
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FIGURE 12. Efficiency of reachability compression.

the query graph, the shorter the reachability query time will

be.

6) EFFICIENCY OF REACHABILITY COMPRESSION

In this set of experiments, we evaluate the efficiency of

HcRPC via compressing execution time on three datasets,

P2P, wiki-Vote and soc-Epinions1. It is not surprising that

the compressing execution time of HcRPC will be slower

than compressR since HcRPC needs to calculate similarities

based on the equivalent class obtained by compressR. Fortu-

nately, MinHash adopted inHcRPC is a technique for quickly

estimating how similar two sets are. As is shown in Figure.

12, the execution time of HcRPC is comparable with than of

compressR. Although the execution time ofHcRPC is slightly

slower than that of compressR, HcRPC can achieve better

compression result.

7) EFFICIENCY OF INCREMENTAL

REACHABILITY COMPRESSION

We next evaluate the efficiency of IncRPC by execution time

of edge updates. Fixing the number of nodes in the social

network soc-Epinions1, we vary the number of edges from

519K to 607K by inserting edges in 10K increments and

the number of edges from 519K to 429K by deleting edges

in 10K decrements. As is shown in Figure. 13(a) and Figure.

13(b), IncRPC outperforms incRCM in execution time when

performing edge insertion updates and edge deletion updates.

Intuitively, IncRPC runs 17% faster than incRCM in the

execution time of edge updates in average. The reason is that

IncRPC does not need to separate each node involved in edge

updates to compute the topological ranking values and merge

them. It is replaced by computing the joint similarity between

the node affected by edge update and its equivalent classes,

and the nodes whose joint similarity does not satisfied the

threshold θ are separated, thus greatly saving the execution

time of edge updates.

8) STORAGE COST ANALYSIS

We then evaluate the storage cost of HcRPC on five datasets

with three graph types. As is shown in Figure. 14, the storage

cost of compressed graphs generated by the two algorithms

is significantly lower than that of original graphs. What is

FIGURE 13. Efficiency of incremental reachability compression.

FIGURE 14. Storage cost analysis.

more, HcRPC has better storage cost on social networks and

product co-purchasing networks than compressR since social

networks and product co-purchasing networks arewith higher

connectivity than P2P and wiki-Talk. That is to say, the edges

on social networks and product co-purchasing networks are

denser than others. The denser edges of the network, the fewer

the corrections are needed. Meanwhile, the storage cost of the

compressed graph generated by HcRPC is almost the same

as that generated by compressR on the P2P and wiki-Talk

networks since few corrections are introduced.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a highly compact reachability pre-

serving graph compression algorithm that is able to preserve
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the reachability relations between nodes in original graph. For

reachability queries, the compressed graphs can be directly

queried without decompression, using any available eval-

uation algorithms for the queries. The highly compressed

representation of a given graph G consisting of a compressed

graph and a set of corrections, where the set of corrections

is introduced to preserve the reachability relations between

nodes in graphG. In our reachability preserving compression

algorithm, a highly compact compressed graph is obtained

via merging a similar pair of equivalent classes when the joint

similarity of the pair of equivalent classes exceeds threshold.

Meanwhile, we propose an incremental reachability preserv-

ing compression algorithm for compressed graphs in order

to deal with the dynamic changes of graphs without decom-

pression. Instead of separating each node involved in edge

updates, we only compute the joint similarity between the

node affected by edge updates and its equivalent classes, and

separate the nodes whose joint similarity does not satisfied.

The experimental results on real world datasets show that our

algorithms are effective and efficient.
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